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Subject: chat list taking too much space and is not shrinkable

Description: chat list taking too much space and is not shrinkable



See image for example. 



http://puu.sh/5QKJn.png 

Associated revisions

01/26/2014 02:36 PM - Mirco Bauer

Frontend-GNOME: chat list shrinkage support (closes: #914)

Allow the chat list to be shrunken by truncating the end of the chat name. The

default size of the chat list is now 1/6 of the window with.

History

12/18/2013 06:17 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Category set to Frontend GNOME

<pre>

18:03:12 <meebey> Beener: is that a tablet? I am surprised by the ratio/size

18:03:26 <Beener> Portrait monitor

18:03:34 <meebey> Beener: in that case it is a real layout issue and needs to be addressed

18:03:38 <Beener> I use irc in portrait mode

18:03:48 <Beener> I can expand it

18:03:56 <Beener> but shrinking is a no go

18:03:59 <meebey> Beener: can you create a ticket for that issue? "chat list taking too much space and is not shrinkable"

18:04:09 <Beener> I assume it is forced to show the full name of each connection

18:04:14 <Beener> sure no problem

18:04:30 <Beener> should I add the alt as a feture request?

18:04:34 <meebey> yes, there is no code that tries to cut too long labels or adds vertical scrollbar...

</pre>

12/18/2013 06:18 PM - Mirco Bauer

another option would be to share the chat list and user list in the same vertical slot (as an option or auto-detection if the chat list becomes too big and 

has to show scrollbars)

12/18/2013 06:21 PM - Mirco Bauer

ChatList = auto|left|right|shared, UserList = auth|left|right|shared

both left would be both full lists next to each other

12/18/2013 06:22 PM - Beener Dini

I like the option to have them in the same column (i miss the user list being on the left) but having the column re sizable would be a plus.  

01/03/2014 04:25 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Target version set to 0.11
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01/26/2014 03:38 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Status changed from New to Closed

- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset commit:"3d7a01dd1e3f6f84d6ee8840e3c3d090b205ea62".

01/26/2014 03:39 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Assigned to set to Mirco Bauer
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